Above. Viewing north from the south most gardens. Large paintings displayed are from The Dove Collection, 1915.
Below. Internal view into main gallery courtyard garden. Paintings displayed are from the late collection: On the Viewing of Flowers and Trees, 1922.

A T E M P L E FO R H I L M A
HILMA’S GARDEN
Af Klint explored both realms of traditional and abstract painting – but amongst them
a common theme that connected the two – her passion for the natural world. She
spent her childhood summers on the island of Adelsö in the middle of Lake Mälaren; a
freedom of landscape, idyllic environment and light.
Hilma’s Garden is a reflection of the artist’s meticulous enthusiasm into nature, as well
as delivering a space for contemplation and tranquillity. The structures are cladded
entirely in Swedish black granite, intended to appear as part of the natural landscape; a
view that confronts the opposite islands or the approach from the Gamla Lidingöbron
bridge to the south of the gallery. Visitors are free to explore the sequence of spaces
which hold various collections of Af Klint’s work in an abstract and un-choreographed
manner; taking time to relax in the open or closed courtyards from which the paintings
are sometimes visible. Internal spaces rely on natural light to animate them with skylights
and large windows, to both maximise the Nordic light in winter but also mediate the
strict interior and exterior boundary. At the crux of the journey, the main gallery presents
a large internal courtyard garden open to the sky, and a waterfront that looks toward
the Lilla Värtan waterway offering unobstructed and beautiful views across to the
opposite islands.
Af Klint, a visionary artist yet one who was described as reserved, worked in solitary
confines, with her knowledge and interpretation of the natural world. A more immersive
experience welcomes visitors and artists to reserve a studio, to paint in the scenery of
the north or south view. A garden studio provides necessary equipment for a specialist
in-house gardener. The proposal seeks to be more than a conventional art gallery,
often restrained on its predictable sequence of blank halls and paintings. The group of
unassuming buildings sits within a landscape arranged to invite visitors to meander in
and out of the gallery and studios into semi-enclosed and sheltered garden spaces. This
progression allows one to understand the work and shows, in physicality, the significance
of artist’s appreciation of nature.
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